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Abstract

   In order to make comparative analysis of

word-initial sound (or consonant) frequencies

among different languages or language families, it

is most important for us to find basic knowledge

concerning consonant-correspondence laws

among related languages. However, we have very

few knowledge about such laws useful for

comparing distantly related language families. In

this paper, Finnish-Austronesian sound-corres-

pondence laws were analyzed by using

comparative dictionaries, and Finnish (Uralic)-

Austronesian sound correspondence laws were

established for most of word-initial Finnish (and

proto-Uralic) consonants, as shown in Tables 1

and 2. This establishment provides us with a very

important tool not only for evolutionary Uralic

language studies, but also for comparative

analyses of word-initial sounds (or consonants)

among distantly related Eurasian languages.  

   Word-initial consonant frequencies in Finnish

suggested an interesting phenomenon, which

however needs more evidence based on detailed

comparative and statistical analyses.

1.  Introduction  
 Comparative linguistics has had shown that

sound-correspondence laws are most important

for comparative and evolutionary analyses of

languages. Whether Zipf’s law can be found or

not in the distribution of word-initial consonants

is an interesting problem of theoretical linguistics.

In order to begin comparative analyses of word

–initial sound-(or consonant-)frequencies between

Uralic (URA) and Austronesian (AN) language

families,  we attempted to elucidate sound-

correspondence laws between these two language

families. This approach is based on the findings of

Austronesiian origins of various Eurasiatic and

Pacific-rim languages (Ohnishi, 1999).  



2.  Establishment of word-initial

sound-correspondence laws  

  between URA and AN
  For finding sound-correspondences in cognate

words (“evolutionarily related words”= “homo-

logous words” ) between URA and AN, cognates

were extensively searched by using “Uralisches

Etymologisches Woeterbuch”, “Austronesian

Comparative Dictionary” and others. which are

listed in the “References” portion of Table 1.

 Extensive comparative search for cognates

between Finnish (Finn.) (and other Uralic

languages such as Hungarian (Hung.), etc.) and

Austronesian languages has revealed that many

basic Urklic words have their own cognates in

Austronesian, especially in Malayo-Polynesian

(MP) subfamily consisting of Western MP

(W.MP), Central MP (C.MP) and Oceanic (OC).

Based on these cognate relations listed in Table 1,

sound-correspondence-laws between Finn.(, URA

and prpto-URA) and AN (mostly MP) for word-

initial consonants were analysed and elucidated,

as summarized in Table 2. Very beautiful sound-

correspondence laws have now been established

for nearly all Finnish word-initial consonants,

which means that Uralic language family have

evolved from a branch of MP subfamily of the

AN language family.

3. Analyses of word-initial

consonant frequencies
  In the next step of our research, sound-

frequencies in word-initial positions were

analyzed in representative URA and AN

languages.  By letting xN denote the number of

pages of the words(in A. Wuolle “Finnish–English

and Emglish-Finnish Dictionary”, Helsinki, 1978)

for the N-th most frequent consonant in word-

initial position, the relationship between N and xN

was found as shown in Fig. 1, suggesting a simple

relation,  ln xN = a - k N,  i.e., xN = A e -kN,

where a, A, k are constants (> 0). Further analyses

are needed for confirming this phenomenon.  

4.  References:  See references in Table 1.    

N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20}

  = {k, #, s, t, p, v, h, l, m, r, n, j, o, i, y, u, b, d, f, g}
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Fig.1. Relationship between N and xN, where xN,

denotes the No. of pages (proportional to the No. of

words) in Finnish–English Dictionary for the N-th most

frequent word-initial consonants. “#”(in N={})= None.

xN = {61.1, 57.2, 48., 46.3, 45.3, 44.2, 34.8, 27.7, 23.7,

21.3, 12.2, 11., 10.3, 9.9, 9.6, 7., 1.2, 1.1, 1., 0.8}    



Table 1.  Sound-correspondence laws of Finnish/Uralic word-initial consonants to Austronesian

consonants.  List of Uralic-Austronesian cognate words.
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Table 2. Word-initial sound-correspondence laws of consonants between Finnish/Uralic and Austronesian

   


